Between 1694 and 1701, a woman of some means produced at least À fteen (self-funded) theological tracts, many of which appeared in two or more editions, and some of which exceeded one hundred pages in length.
and volcanic explosions which had shaken the territories of South Italy in the previous year, and the island of Jamaica in June 1692. It was perhaps in the year 1693, following the dissemination of this news, that she made her decision to travel to London. Her starting point is impossible to know, as the only indication she gives of her origin is the vaguest radius from the capital. In 1697 she describes how "I did dare do no other then leave and venture the little concern I had, and come about a Hundred Miles to acquaint the Nation, what God is a going to do". 4 The reports from Jamaica and Italy-particularly those relating to volcanic activity, which seemed to her to portend the opening of hell 5 -convinced M. Marsin of the imminent second coming of Christ. She came to believe that this would be precipitated by the opening of the "sealed book" of Revelation 5, which implied a full and deÀ nitive exposition of Scripture (her own). There were a number of points which required clariÀ cation to reach this perfect synthesis, including the obscure "À gurative speeches" which dealt with the status of the Jews in salvation history, the Holy Spirit, predestination, and other eschatological paradigms. Her views on some of these questions evolved over time, as autograph corrections on her publications indicate.
6 As Marsin's millennial expectations heightened, so did her understanding of her role as herald of the truth. She defended in radical terms her claim to a unique and almost prophetic dispensation as a woman and argued from Scripture the possibility of such a vocation for others of her sex. While her prose is often impenetrable and turgid, at intervals Marsin À res the imagination with her humanity, her audacity, her eccentricity, and her advocacy for her sex.
Yet her proÀ le is still strikingly absent from the usual canons of early modern women writers: notably the Brown University Women Writers Project, but also the massive anthological literature of recent years. 
